
 

 

 



  



LPLI’s 75 indicators are organized into 15 areas of effectiveness, each comprised of 5 specific indicators. Each of the 15 

areas of effectiveness relates to one of the three broad categories – Character, Competence, and Contribution.  The 

sample feedback below displays indicators relate to Spiritual Authenticity, one of the areas of effectiveness in Character 

category.   

 

 



High and Low Scores and Greatest Difference Between Self and Observer Scores 

 
Some of your strengths are likely to be reflected in the areas where your scores were highest. The first list 
displays indicators of leadership effectiveness where you gave yourself the highest scores. Notice how your 
observers’ scores compare to your own in these measures of effectiveness. The next list displays the highest-
scored indicators of leadership effectiveness based on the average of your observers’ input. After reviewing 
these, take a moment to compare the top ten indicators based on your self-assessment with the top ten based 
on your observers’ input. How similar are the lists? 
 
Some of your weaknesses are likely to be reflected in the areas where your scores were lowest. The list of 
indicators of leadership effectiveness displays the lowest scores you gave yourself. Note how your observers’ 
scores compare to your own in these measures of effectiveness. The final list displays the lowest-scored 
indicators of leadership effectiveness based on the average of your observers’ input. After reviewing these, 
take a moment to compare the low scoring indicators based on your self-assessment with the low scoring 
indicators based on your observers’ input. How similar are the lists? Items on both lists are likely to be areas of 
weakness that need shoring up.  
 
You will find some of the most helpful clues for leadership development in the places where your self-
perception differs from that of your observers. Knowing where others see your performance differently than you 
do informs a more reliable self-image. And it helps you deal with others in ways that acknowledge their 
perceptions.  
 
This section of your Personal Leadership Profile Report shows the indicators where there is the greatest 
variance between the scores you gave yourself and the scores your observers gave you. The first chart shows 
the indicators where your self-scores were most significantly greater than your observers scores — in other 
words, where you think you are doing better than your observers think you are. And the second chart show 
indicators where your self-scores were most significantly lower than your observers scores — in other words, 
where your observers think you are doing better than you think you do. Note: It’s possible that you may have 
indicators in only one of these two categories. 
 

 


